The voxel analysis method and the meshless method have been proposed to relieve the 
1.Introduction
Mesh generation for the traditional numeric analysis methods such as FEM and FDM is in general very labor-intensive,time-consuming and experience-dependent.To overcome this bottleneck of CAE,numerous research activities have been devoted into the development of automatic mesh generation techniques.As different approaches,the voxel analysis and the so-called meshless method have been proposed and attracted keen interests of many researchers.
The model generation of the voxel analysis is so simple and effective that it is possible to mesh any complex structure that can be manufactured.However, because all the elements are uniform,any local refining requirement causes a global refining.When small voxels are necessary to improve the accuracy in a local area,a numerous number of elements and degrees of freedom are required.How to get reasonable accuracy and avoid the sharp increase of degrees of freedom is aproblem of the voxel analysis.
On the other hand, establishing the approximation on some scatted particles in the analysis domain without the needs of traditional mesh,the meshless methods avoid the mesh generation completely. Several versions of the meshless method have been proposed;among them are Generalized Finite Difference Method1),Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics2),Diffuse Element Method3), Multiquadrics4)5),Element-Free Galerkin Method6), Wavelet Galerkin Method7),hp-cloud method8), Reproducing Kernel Particle Method9) and Partition of Unity FEM10).An overview can be found in reference 11).However,there yet exist some problems on the way of improving the practicability of the meshless method.Especially some difficulties of implementation still remain11).At the end of reference 10),three open questions are addressed. Among them,the choice of a basis of the approximation space is discussed as a major problem. If the basis of approximation space is not selected properly the shape functions will be linearly dependent. As pointed out in reference 8),behind all the meshless methods there is an underlying approximation technique.As known,the linear independence of the shape functions is the most important for any approximation.Otherwise other discussions such as convergence will lose the foundation.In the recent reports about meshless method,more profoundly is mathematical background established more attention is paid to this point.
About the linear independence of meshless approximation,some researches have been presented recently. Babuska et al.10) have suggested a kind of weight function for 1D problem of Partition of Unity FEM,but the extension to multi-dimension does not seem easy. We12) have proposed two kinds of sufficient conditions to construct weight functions for Finite Cover Method (FCM), which have been successfully utilized for 2D and 3D FCM with uniform cover distribution based on voxel data. However, if the cover distribution is not uniform, the weight function is too difficult to be constructed by the proposed conditions. Liu et al.9) have pointed out that not all particle distributions can be used in numerical computation, and the concept of "admissible particle distribution" is introduced. It implies that the linear independence is guaranteed by carefully dealing with the particle distribution, but how to implement the admissible particle distribution is not shown. A more mathematical discussion has been given in the hp-cloud method8). In the hp-cloud method, Oden et al. have introduced a new family of functions to construct the approximation, and the linear independence of the constructed functions has been proven mathematically. However, it is regretted that their proof is not sufficient, and the linear independence of their proposed functions cannot be guaranteed.
The purpose of meshless methods is to ameliorate the formidable task of mesh generation of traditional FEM. If the nodes have to be distributed with extreme attention to linear independence, the freedom of meshless methods will be limited very much. Especially if the method how to guarantee the linear independence is not clear, the meshless methods will not be able to become practicable.
Recently a new meshless approximation method is proposed, named as Cover Least Square Approximation (CLSA)14)15). By the CLSA, not only the approximation accuracy can be controlled easily by locally justifying the cover order or the density of cover distribution but also the linear independent conditions can be satisfied conveniently. In this paper, the CLSA will be implemented for linear structural analysis. In order to apply this method practicably, the multi-resolution voxel data will be used to distribute the covers. where supp wi is the support of localization factor function wi.
The weight function wi (x) defines that how much the local cover approximation on thc i th covcr influences the approximation at k . The bigger is wi (x), the greater influence does the i th cover have.
wi (x)= 0 means that x is outside the i th cover and there is no influence of the i th cover to the 
Figure 1 Multi-resolution voxel data
After the multi-resolution voxel data is generated, the covers can be distributed on it by the following way. For simplicity, formulae are given only for 3D. On the boundary S1 the traction is equal to t, and the displacement on the boundary S2 is equal to u. Substituting (44), (45) and (46) into (51) and considering that the virtual displacement is arbitrary, we have
As same as FEM, we define Then the stiffness equation can also be written in the same format as FEM, but d does not mean the node displacement vector.
Element stiffness matrix
Since the voxel data based elements are available, the integrals of (53) can be evaluated simply on each element. Moreover, because the support of every cover is defined as element-wise, the shape functions are also limited as element-wise. That is, on each element only the covers distributed on its sides are involved in the evaluation of the element stiffness matrix. This implies that the global stiffness matrix is banded just like FEM.
where NE is the total number of elements. Vi(e) is the physical domain of the l th element.
Handling of loads
The load vector can also be evaluated at the level of where ,S2l(e) is the part of displacement boundary included in the l th elemen. All the integrals are carried out on physical covers. On the elements not fully inside the physical domain, the integration is calculated only on the inside part. The implement detail can be found in Reference 17
Numerical examples

Constant stress cube
The following conditions are imposed on a cube as shown in Figure 3 (E=1,v=0.3).
Displacement conditions Traction condition
The covers are distributed based on a two-level voxel data as shown in Figure 4 . The computed results of a yy are shown in Figure 8 .
The stress values at point A and B (see Figure 6 ) are listed in Table 1 together with the ANSYS results and the numbers of DOF are listed in Table 2 . 
Conclusion
In this paper, the Cover Least Square Approximation method is implemented for linear structure analysis. The covers are distributed using multi-resolution voxel data. Numeric examples show that multi-resolution voxel data based cover distribution can conveniently guarantee the linear independence of CLSA shape functions and the approximation accuracy can be flexibly controlled by locally justifying the density of cover distribution.
Since CLSA itself is in its infancy, it still requires considerable improvement. For example, the a posteriori error estimation and adaptive refining process are necessary for fully automatic analysis and only after the adaptive refining process is implemented the efficiency of the presented method can appear.
